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How to get your first 1000 followers ■

Start by taking notice of what people in real life ask you about. Chances are that if your friends are interested in something

you're doing, the internet will help you find thousands more like them.

"But what if I'm not doing anything interesting?!"

Almost everyone is. It doesn't have to be anything spectacular. You might be:

- Learning a new skill

- Doing a side hustle

- Going for a road trip

- Remodeling your home

- Studying something obscure

- Losing weight

...

- Living frugally

- Moving countries

- Moving from the city to the country

- Homeschooling your kids

- Growing your own vegetables

- Leaving your job

- Looking for a new job

- Fighting an illness

- Volunteering

And so on.

Work backwards from what people ask you about.

Now, think about the answers you give when people ask you about the thing you're doing. Then write a short blog post 

answering a particular question. Example: 

 

Title: Why I chose to grow my own vegetables
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Body: Explain why, in under 5 minutes.

At the end of your post, invite people to follow you on Twitter (or your platform of choice) to get more updates about your

story.

Only put one call to action. Don't ask people to follow you on Twitter and sign up for your newsletter. Pick one.

Now you need to promote your post, and the way to do that is to go where people interested in your topic already hang

around. There are tons of sites on the internet with thousands of people continuously refreshing the page waiting for

something interesting to show up. Go there.

Which sites are these? You'll have to find them, depending on your topic. A few I used are:

- Reddit

- Hacker News

- LinkedIn

- Quora

- Indie Hackers

You'll have an advantage if you're already familiar with the community, but it's something you can figure out.

Not every post will work, for reasons that might be out of your control (bad timing, getting flagged, etc). In that case, rinse,

repeat. Try small tweaks and variations.

If "Why I chose to grow my own vegetables" didn't work, try "Why I don't trust supermarket vegetables."

When one of your posts gets some attention and you start getting comments, make sure you're there to answer every single

question you get. Your willingness to answer authentically will be a huge signal that you're worth following.

Keeping doing this until you get your 1K. Sometimes you get them with your 1st post; sometimes it takes a bit longer. But it

almost always works. It's not hard to get someone to follow you (it's free!). You just have to be worth following — and the

above is how to show them that.
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